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Within hours of the arrest of Lee Harvey Oswald for the 

assassination of President Kennedy, officials began to speculate 

about the Ssignilicance of Oswald's defection to the Soviet 

Union in the fall of 1959 and his activities in that country 

until returning to the United States in June 1962. Specifically, 

listed bv the Sovist secrat police, or KG 

U. S. - Soviet relations had been turbulent during the 

Kennedy. presidency. There had been major confrontations - over 

Berlin, where the wali had come to symbolize the barrier between 

the two super cowers; and over Cuba, where the emplacement of 

Soviet missiles had nearl: triggered World War III 

A nuclear test-ban treaty in-August 1963 had seemed to 

Signal detente, but in November, tension was buildin 

the communists harassed American treoop movements to anc from 

West Berlin. And Cuba was as much an issue as ever. In Miami, 

on November 18, Kennedy vowed the U. $. would not countenance 

the establishment of another Cuba in the western nemisphere. 

The Warren Commission considered Soviet complicity in the 

assassination and concluded there was no evidence of it. In
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its report, the Commission noted that the same conclusion had 

been reached by Secretary of State Rusk and Secretary of 

Defense McNamara, among others. Rusk testified before the 

Commission on June 10, 1964: 

I-have seen no evidence that would indicate to 

me that the Soviet Union considered that it hae any 

interest in the removal of President Kennedy. 
‘ 

can't see how it could be to the interest of the 

Tr 

Soviet Union to make any such effort, 

4
 Then, in February 1964, a Russian saying that he was a 

KGB agent sought asylum in the U. S. and seemed to answer the 

guestion by categorically denying Oswald had been connected with 

the KGB. According to Yuri Nosenko, che seli-proclaimed former 

KGB officer, he had been assigned in 1959 and 1963 to the xcB’'s 

American Tourist Section. This assignment, he said, had 

afforded him an opportunity to review Oswald's XGB file in 

Vosartleess 

Bue Nosenko's assertion did not end the mysterv. 

it only tended to complicate it, because some officials o 

Central intelligence Agency doubted Nosenko was a bona fiée 

Ss est . 

defector. Some went so far as to suspect his defection was a 

KGB disinformation mission, an effort to mislead the American 

qovernment.



were approved and initiate - He was cut off from the world 

and confined to a single room. Every movement he made was 

monitored. 
~ 

The hostile interrogations continued for over three years. 

Eventually, Nosenko was released from confinement, and a senior 

official was assigned to interview him anew. This time, 

interviews were conducted in a more friendly atmosphere The 

official ultimately wrote a report Getailing his conclusions. 

At the sermination of this year-long process, it was dacided 

that Nosenko was bona fide after all. He was given a sub- 

stantial sum of monev and hired as a CIA consultant, a position 

he holds to this 9,
 

aay. 

In its investigation of the Kennedy assassination, the 

Warren Commission was aware of the Nosenko issue, but it was 

able to make little of it and opted not to refer =o it in its 

report. News accounts of the Nosenko matter ‘ a < @ Ss) [@)
 a lox
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ularly informative, owing to the limited nature of the generall 

classified information that they were reporting. A book bv 

Edward J. Epstein, Lecend, the Secret World of Lee marveyv 

Oswald, published in early 1978 did raise some questionp’ about



Nosenko's information on Oswald, cnough Epstein did not have 
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Oo all of the FBI and CIA files on Nosenko. 

ne depended on second-hand accounts. 
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resolving a twofold issue with regard to 
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of Soviet involvement in the assassination is 

@ converse does not necessarily follow. 
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Nosenko can be a bona fide defector and Still not be a valid 

source of 
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information about Lee # rvey Oswald. Deciding not to 
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By WE 4M Cor 
the question. Consequently, because she 

Ae Yanncayy 7 RE STAFF 

the Select Committee,was limited +o determining the 

facts and circumstances Surrounding the President's death, no. 

examination of the general question of the bona fides of 

Nosenko nas Deen made. That question properly lies within the 

isdiction of oth er bodies. 

+ 
Fad Second, what was the quality of the performance of U. S. 

government agencies in the Nosenko affair? The agencies,
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whose performance is in issue are the CIA, FBI andtthe Warren 

Commission. 

oy
 Mr. Chairman, Nosenko has Deen given a new identity by 

tne CIA, and the Agency, as well as the FBI, believes that to 

compromise it could sut him in great personal danger. Con- 

sequently, he cannot, of course, testify before the Commitsee 
ATHER. PENSAL; FILHO Tar, ALOTOUEK Hue WHOSE varme COWS deme ~ 

in this sublic session? He did, testify before two closed 
OF Conse UW PLO 

sessions of the Committee on May 19 and 20. In addition, he 

was deposed & ball, and extensive files were raad, both 

at the CIA and the FBI. Interviews ane ce ions of other principals were 

Classifiad zit is cessible to tell the essential aspects ») = 
£ 

of the Nosenko story without compromi sing 265 national interest 4 DE CB + FBI fer ComeniTeg WSC OY Det LAs SFG STE Pas ng 
A summary of the Committee's investigation has been pre- 

Site hepon jue SsTOrE 
pared bv Assistant Deputy 

on the staff level, in overatl charge of this aspect of the 
O a 

Co ecGe's work. 

Before reading the staf report, Mr. Chairman, I would 

like to emphasize that the question of Yuri Nosenko as a bona 

fide defector is not for this Committee to answer. Our twofold 

Purpose is to weigh Nosenko's credibility, as it bears on the 

career of Lee Harvey Oswald, and to evaluate the performance 'O
 

of federal agencies in the matter omen CO Aae FER 
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The Committee provided both the FBI and cTa with co 

the agencies if they wished to respond 
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public hearing on September 15. 

representa- 
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informed the Committee that no response would be submi 

to the :2 

WNodbe. onrade he CL 
The CIA has sent John Limond Hart as its official 

tive to state the Agency's position on the Committee's Nosenko 

report. 

: . Mr. Hart is a career agent with the CIA, having served 

& approximately 24 years. He has held the vosition of Chief of 

Station in Korea, Thailand, Morocco g#é Vietnam, as weil as 

several senior posts at CIA Headquarters Mr. Hart nad con- 

siderable experience with Soviet intellicence and counter- 

rving in various capacities in 

He has written two extensive 

dated 1975, dealt 

intelligence activities while se 

one of which, tors, 
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cne United States and abroac. 

studies on Soviet defec 

with the handling of Yuri Nosenko by the CIA. 

Mr: Churamrcms a garopttt -


